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Consolidation
Automate how you consolidate
financial, sales and KPI data with Joiin
to create great-looking reports
quickly and seamlessly.

“Joiin has become our go-to system
for consolidated reporting for all of
our LHi Group companies and has
saved us a lot of time as we used to
combine our group’s accounts on
multiple Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.
We have also been able to create our
own templates to further understand
our financial performance and
position with great ease on one
platform.”

joiin.co



OCR and data scanning software for
processing invoices and other
financial documents.

“Our preferred platform for
processing supplier invoices, EzzyBills
offers a vast number of functions,
configuration settings and flexibility to
tailor to our needs and does not need
users to log into a portal to approve
invoices. Instead, it operates with e-
mail approvals and delivers accurate
line item information on all of our
supplier invoices very quickly.”

ezzybills.com

Supplier Invoice
Automation



Turns Excel workbooks into connected
cloud apps.

“XL Connect is one of our newest
additions as a result of Datadear
being bought out by Quickbooks, but
this turned out to be a blessing in
disguise! XL Connect can do a lot of
things from extracting information
from Xero to Excel, posting journals
from Excel to Xero and delivering
financial insights with their pre-made
dashboards and models. I have used
a lot of their reports for things like
cash flow reporting, detailed account
transaction information and more.”

xlconnect.net

Reporting



Intercompany and intra-entity charge
automation, balance sheet recs,
cross-entity bank rec.

“I was recommended to attend a
Mayday / Joiin webinar – signed up
almost immediately afterwards and
have not looked back since. Mayday
makes intercompany reconciliations
so much easier and has saved me
hours from manually typing up
recharge invoices, balancing the
intercompany ledgers across
different LHi Group Xero accounts and
freeing up my time for closing the
month-end accounts.”

getmayday.com

Intercompany


